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Abstract—Sojourn time is an important parameter in the
analysis and design of mobile cellular networks. It shows
the expected time that a user equipment (UE) remains
connected to the serving access point (AP) while moving
in the network, i.e. stays within one cell. Therefore, an
accurate estimation of the sojourn time is an essential
element for mobility management. In this study, an analysis
of the sojourn time for indoor light-ﬁdelity (LiFi) cellular
networks is presented based on the random waypoint
(RWP) mobility model. It is initially assumed that the UE
is oriented vertically upward and closed-form analytical
expressions are derived. Monte-Carlo simulations are also
provided to validate the analytical derivations and to
gain more insight into the performance with different
orientations. It is shown that the sojourn time mainly varies
depending on the speed of the user. However, other factors
such as the device orientation and the coverage area of cells
also play a role in determining the sojourn time. The results
offer several insights and design guidelines in consideration
of this parameter for indoor LiFi networks.
Index Terms—Sojourn time, light-ﬁdelity (LiFi),
handover, random waypoint (RWP).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Light-ﬁdelity (LiFi) is an emerging wireless access
technology that supports bidirectional communication
and multiuser networking by means of light [1]. LiFi
is seen as a green technology since it relies upon
energy efﬁcient light emitting diode (LED) luminaires in
the existing lighting infrastructure. When multiple LED
luminaires are put together, a LiFi cellular network is
formed. Each LiFi access point (AP) provides broadband
connectivity for multiple user equipment (UE) within
its service area. On the one hand, the coverage area
of a single LiFi cell is in the order of a few meters
[2]. On the other hand, mobile users need seamless
connectivity while moving between these small cells.
This is especially crucial if the handover overhead is
comparable to the amount of time that the user is
expected to spend in a cell. Such a duration is referred
to as sojourn time and it is an important factor in the
characterization of user mobility in cellular networks [3].
The sojourn time has found diverse applications
from mobility management to load balancing and user
velocity estimation [4], [5]. Moreover, it is considered
as a performance metric for resource allocation and
quality-of-service (QoS) assessment [6]. Furthermore,
the sojourn time is an indicator of the long term statistics

of the user mobility, which can be used to reduce
the signaling overhead in location-based services [7].
From a system-level standpoint, a short sojourn time
leads to initiating two consecutive handovers for a UE
when entering and leaving the cell. Fast algorithms
are therefore required to support the UE QoS. These
concepts are addressed in 4G long term evolution (LTE)
standards using a threshold signal strength rule [8].
Sojourn time, also known as dwell time or residence
time, has been widely studied in the context of radio
frequency (RF) cellular networks [9]–[12]. The work in
[9] provides an analysis of the sojourn time for circular
microcells in a heterogeneous RF cellular network with
the aim of devising a handover decision criterion based
on the sojourn time. The authors of [10] have studied
the sojourn time in order to address the relationship
between three classes of mobility models including
aimless, preferred direction and completely directed.
They have identiﬁed two categories for the sojourn time:
a new call sojourn time and handover sojourn time. The
former describes the amount of time the UE spends in
the call-initiated cell before it crosses the cell boundary.
The latter speciﬁes the time that it takes for the UE
to stay in a cell to which an ongoing call of the UE
is handed over. In [11], an analytical model of the
sojourn time was presented for the overlapping area of
two neighbouring cells. The model was developed under
the assumption that the cell sojourn time follows an
exponential distribution. Later in [12], the authors have
shown that a hyper Erlang distribution better ﬁts the
sojourn time data for the overlapping area.
The above mentioned studies of the sojourn time are
for RF cellular networks, mostly for outdoor scenarios.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no
analytical study of the sojourn time for indoor LiFi
networks. In this paper, we present an analytical study
of the sojourn time for indoor LiFi cellular networks
based on a random waypoint (RWP) mobility model.
This is the ﬁrst study concerning the sojourn time that
considers unique characteristics of the LiFi channel
model including the constraint of network boundaries
(i.e., walls) on user mobility. Furthermore, the effect
of the device orientation on the mean sojourn time is
evaluated through Monte-Carlo simulations.
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Fig. 1: The geometry of channel gain for a LiFi system.

Notations: The symbols · and � · � denote the inner
product and the Euclidean norm operators; (·)T denotes
the transpose operator; E[·] and tan−1 (y/x) represent
the expectation and the four-quadrant inverse tangent.
II. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
An indoor LiFi network is considered in this study.
In LiFi networks, the channel gain primarily depends
upon the distance of the UE from the serving AP and its
orientation [13], [14]. The geometry of the line-of-sight
(LoS) downlink in a LiFi system is shown in Fig. 1. The
DC gain of the LoS link is given by [13]:
� �
ψ
(m + 1)A
m
H=
, (1)
cos φ cos ψ rect
2πd2
Ψc

where A, φ and ψ are the physical area of the detector;
the angle of radiance with respect to the axis normal
to the transmitter surface; and the angle of incidence
with respect to the axis normal to the receiver surface,
respectively. In addition, m = −1/log2 (cos Φ1/2 ) is the
Lambertian order, with Φ1/2 denoting the half-intensity
angle. The last factor in (1) accounts for an indicator
function deﬁned as rect( Ψψc ) = 1 for 0 ≤ ψ ≤ Ψc , and
0 otherwise, where Ψc represents the receiver ﬁeld of
view (FoV). The radiance angle φ at the transmitter and
ψ the incidence angle at the receiver can be calculated
by using the cosine rules from analytical geometry as
cos φ = −d · nt /�d� and cos ψ = d · nu /�d�, where
nt = [0, 0, −1]T and nu are the normal vectors of the
transmitter and the receiver planes, respectively, and d
denotes the distance vector pointing from the receiver at
the transmitter. Let the locations of the UE and the AP
be denoted by (xu , yu , zu ) and (xa , ya , za ), respectively.
Then, d = [xa − xu , ya − yu , za − zu ]T .
Consider a Cartesian coordinate system with X-Y
axes on the horizontal plane as depicted in Fig. 1. The
spatial directions of a user when moving on the X-Y
plane can be characterized by two principal angles: the
polar angle Ω which shows the direction of movement
with respect to the X-axis and the tilt angle θ which
signiﬁes the orientation of the UE device with respect to
the Z-axis, i.e. the angle between nu and the Z-axis, see
Fig. 1. To incorporate the link geometry into the RWP
mobility model, it is convenient to express the normal
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Fig. 2: Square cell deployment

vector nu in terms of the angles θ and Ω. This is given
by nu = [− sin θ cos Ω, − sin θ sin Ω, cos θ]T [15]. Then,
the LoS channel gain in (1) can be represented as [16]:
� �
ψ
H0
, (2a)
H = m+3 ( λ1 sin θ + h cos θ ) rect
d
Ψc
�
�
��
yu − ya
λ1 = r cos Ω − tan−1
,
(2b)
xu − xa
m

where H0 = (m+1)Ah
; r and h are the horizontal and
2π
vertical distances between the UE receiver and the AP,
respectively. Note that for θ = 0, i.e. a vertically upward
orientation, the channel gain is just a function of d, while
for θ �= 0, the channel gain depends on both d and Ω.
A. Cell Deployment
To form a LiFi cellular network, multiple optical APs
are arranged with different deployments. A common
deployment takes the regular form of a square lattice
in which the APs are located on the vertices of a square
grid. This is consistent with the square shape of indoor
environments. For a downlink scenario, multiple LEDs
are installed on the ceiling to transmit signals to UEs.
Besides a square grid, other types of cell deployment
include both hexagonal and Poisson point process (PPP)
models. A study of downlink LiFi networks in [2]
demonstrates that the use of hexagonal and PPP leads to
the upper and lower bounds on the network performance
concerning the received signal-to-interference-plus-noise
ratio (SINR) and cell data rate.
The square lattice considered in this study is illustrated
in Fig. 2a with 9 APs, and in Fig. 2b with 16 APs.
According to Fig. 2b, cells are classiﬁed into three types
based on their proximity to the network boundaries:
Type-0 cells which are not bounded by any wall
whatsoever; Type-I cells indicating those bounded by a
wall from one side; and Type-II cells that are bounded
with walls from two sides. With 9 APs as shown in
Fig. 2a, there are four Type-I and Type-II cells in the
network while there is only one Type-0 cell. When the
network involves 16 APs as shown in Fig. 2b, there are
equally four cells of Type-0 and those of Type-II, but
there are eight cells of Type-I.
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B. Handover Decision Criteria
In principle, there are four criteria for a hard handover
decision (HHD) based on the received signal strength
(RSS) [17]: i) RSS alone; ii) RSS with a threshold;
iii) RSS in conjunction with a hysteresis; and iv) RSS
with both a threshold and a hysteresis. Let Pc and Pt
denote the RSS values of the current and target APs,
respectively. Note that Pc and Pt depend on the location
and orientation of the UE. Furthermore, let T0 be deﬁned
as the threshold RSS where the RSS values of the current
and target APs coincide.
In the ﬁrst HHD scheme, the UE is handed over from
the current AP to the target AP if the signal strength of
the target AP is greater than that of the current AP. In
the second HHD scheme, a handover occurs if Pc < Th
and Pt > Pc , where Th is the handover threshold. Note
the proper choice of Th is quite critical and it can affect
the system performance to a large extent. If Th > T0 ,
this scheme is the same as the ﬁrst HHD one. Otherwise,
the UE defers its handover until Pc falls below Th , i.e.
Pc < Th . In the third HHD scheme, the handover is
performed if Pt > hs , where hs is the hysteresis value.
The use of hysteresis assists in alleviating the ping-pong
effect, due to repeated handovers between APs. The
forth HHD scheme is a combination of the second and
third ones, whereby a handover takes place when the
conditions Pc < Th and Pt > hs are simultaneously
satisﬁed. For convenience, the operation principles of all
four schemes are summarized in Fig. 3.
In this study, the focus is put on the ﬁrst and second
HHD schemes due to the space limitation. The analysis
of the third and forth HHD schemes will be carried out in
our future research. A geometric interpretation of the ﬁrst
two schemes is provided with the aid of Fig. 2b. Note
that the handover boundaries of the ﬁrst HHD scheme
are indicated by red lines, while black arcs show the
boundaries of the threshold-based HHD according to the
second scheme.
C. Receiver Mobility Model
This section describes the underlying RWP mobility
model which is adopted from [18]. According to the
RWP model, intermediate points on the way are referred
to as waypoints. At each waypoint, the step that a
mobile user intends to take needs to fulﬁll certain
properties before moving to the next waypoint, including

i) the destinations or waypoints are chosen uniformly at
random with a probability of 1/a2 , where a is the side
length of room; ii) the movement path is a straight line;
and iii) the speed is constant during the movement.
Such a movement process is mathematically expressed
by an inﬁnite sequence of triples: {(Pn−1 , Pn , vn )}n∈N ,
where n denotes the nth movement period during
which the UE proceeds between the current waypoint
Pn−1 = (xn−1 , yn−1 , 0) and the upcoming waypoint
Pn = (xn , yn , 0) with a constant velocity Vn = v. This
model has been used in LiFi networks to analyse the
performance of mobile users, e.g. [19]–[21].
In the next section, we derive analytical expressions
of the sojourn time for a vertically upward oriented UE.
III. S OJOURN T IME A NALYSIS
The mean cell sojourn time for a mobile node is
deﬁned as the amount of time that the mobile node is
expected to spend in a particular cell before leaving that
cell. This depends on factors such as the velocity of users
and their traversed path, and the shape and size of cells.
Let {X(t, ξ), t ≥ 0} denote a stochastic process, with
the time variable t; and the domain ξ showing the set
of all outcomes, i.e. ξ ∈ {ξ1 , ξ2 , · · · , ξK }, where K is
the total number of possible outcomes. Also, let τ (ξi )
show the total time that the user expends with a given
outcome ξi . The aim is to acquire the expected value of
τ (ξi ), which can be obtained as follows [22]:
τ (ξi )
,
(3)
E[τ (ξi )] = lim
M →∞ M
where M is the total number of events. Note that (3)
is a general deﬁnition which is independent of the user
mobility model, device orientation and cell deployment.
Based on (3), the authors in [3] have proposed a tractable
method to compute the sojourn time of RWP analytically,
regardless of the cell shape. It follows that:
�
ST = E[T ] Pr(dA(x, y)),
(4)
C

where E[T ] is the expected transition time which is
deﬁned as the average duration of moving between
two successive waypoints; C denotes the set of points
corresponding to the cell coverage area; and dA(x, y)
is a differential element of the room area evaluated at
the point (x, y). The expected transition time can be
calculated as E[T ] = E[L]/v, where E[L] is the expected
transition length. According to [23], for a square room
of length a, E[L] = 0.5214a. Therefore, the expected
transition time can be expressed in the following form:
0.5214a
E[T ] =
.
(5)
v
In (4), Pr(dA(x, y)) is the probability that the UE
resides within the set dA(x, y) during the course of
movement from Pn−1 to Pn . This probability can be
approximated as [23]:

Pr(dA(x, y)) ≈ fXY (x, y)|dA(x, y)|,

(6)

𝐿

where fXY (x, y) is the probability density function of
the spatial node distribution; and |dA(x, y)| is the area
of dA(x, y). The function fXY (x, y) is given by [18]:
36
a2
a2
fXY (x, y) ≈ 6 (x2 − )(y 2 − ).
a
4
4

A1

Finally, substituting (5), (6) and (7) into (4), the expected
sojourn time of the RWP mobility model for a cell with
coverage area C can be approximated as:
ST ≈

0.5214a
Ac ,
v

where Ac is given by:
��
36
a2
a2
Ac = 6
(x2 − )(y 2 − )dxdy.
a
4
4

(b)

(a)
User movement path

Handover boundary based on first HHD scheme
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(8)

AP

Fig. 4: Handover boundary of type 0 cell based on ﬁrst and second
HHD schemes.

(9)

C

Note that the notion of the remaining sojourn time has
also been described and analyzed in [9]. It is deﬁned
as the expected time from the moment that the call
is initiated until the moment that the user exits the
call-initiated cell. In this study, however, we focus only
on the cell sojourn time. Based on (8), the AP can have
an acceptable estimation of the sojourn time by knowing
the average UE’s speed, which can be fed back to the AP
by means of a limited-feedback mechanism [24], [25].
Case Study: Vertically Upward UE
This section evaluates the expected sojourn time for a
vertically upward oriented UE in a square network shown
in Fig. 2a. First, scheme I is considered for handover
execution. Let N denote the total number of cells. The
room of size a × a is divided into N equal squares with
a length of L. Without loss of generality, it is assumed
that the origin of the coordinate system is at the center of
room. In this case, if N is odd, the coordinates of cells
span from (2i − 1)L/2 to (2i + 1)L/2 in the x-direction
and from (2j − 1)L/2 to (2j√+ 1)L/2 in the y-direction,
where i, j ∈ {0, ±1, · · · , ± N2−1 }. Thus, the integral in
(9) is derived in closed form as:
L �
L
�
36 (2i+1) 2 (2j+1) 2 2 a2 2 a2
Ac = 6
(x − )(y − )dxdy
a (2i−1) L2 (2j−1) L2
4
4
(3a2 L−(12i2 +1))L3 ))(3a2 L−((12j 2 +1))L3 ))
4a6
2
2
(3N −(12i +1))(3N 2 −(12j 2 +1))
=
.
4N 3
√ (10)
The last equality is due to the fact that a = N L.
In the case where N is even, the coordinates of cells
are extended across iL to (i + 1)L in the x-direction
and between
√ (j + 1)L in the y-direction, where
√ jL and
− N
i, j ∈ { 2 , · · · , 2N − 1}. Hence, the integral in (9)
is derived in closed form as:
=

A2

(7)

Ac =
=

36
a6

�

(i+1)L
iL

�

(j+1)L
jL

(x2 −

a2 2 a2
)(y − )dxdy
4
4

(3a2 L−4(3i(i+1)+1)L3 ))(3a2 L−4(3j(j +1)+1)L3 ))

4a6
(3N −4(3i(i+1)+1))(3N −4(3j(j +1)+1))
=
.
4N 3
(11)
For the special case of N = 9 as shown in Fig. 2a,
by using (8) and (10), the sojourn time expressions for
Type-0, Type-I and Type-II cells, respectively, reduce to:
L
S0 ≈ 0.3626 ,
(12a)
v
L
SI ≈ 0.1953 ,
v

(12b)

L
SII ≈ 0.1051 .
(12c)
v
For the special case of N = 16 as shown in Fig. 2b,
by using (8) and (11), the sojourn time expressions for
the three cell types are simpliﬁed to:
L
(13a)
ST0 ≈ 0.2463 ,
v
L
SI ≈ 0.112 ,
v

(13b)

L
SII ≈ 0.051 .
v

(13c)

Next, the sojourn time is evaluated under the second
HHD scheme. There are two possible cases: i) when the
user goes toward the cell, see Fig. 4a; and ii) when the
user departs from the cell, see Fig. 4b. It can be seen
in Fig. 4 that the coverage area of the cell before being
handed over to the AP is less than L2 , and it is denoted
by A1 . By contrast, the coverage area of the cell after
being handed over to the AP is larger than L2 , and it is
denoted by A2 . Both areas A1 and A2 need to be taken
into account when calculating the mean sojourn time for
the cell. This gives rise to:

�

0.5214a
0.5214a
Ac1 +
Ac2
v
v

�

,

(14)

which, in fact, is the average sojourn time over the areas
A1 and A2 . In (14), Ac1 and Ac2 are given by:
��
36
a2
a2
(15a)
(x2 − )(y 2 − )dxdy,
Ac 1 = 6
a
4
4
A1
��
36
a2
a2
(15b)
Ac 2 = 6
(x2 − )(y 2 − )dxdy.
a
4
4
A2

The same approach can be utilized to compute the mean
sojourn time for Type-I and Type-II cells.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
Numerical results are presented and compared them
with the analytical results from Section III. Monte-Carlo
simulations are conducted based on (4) with about 8000
iterations carried out for each result. A room of size
16 × 16 m2 with 16 APs is considered. All APs have
the same half-intensity angle of Φ1/2 = 60. The vertical
distance between the UE and the AP remains the same
at h = 2 m during the movement. The receiver FOV is
assumed to be Ψc = 90. The PD area is A = 10−4 m2 .
The optical power of LEDs is always ﬁxed at 1 W.
By assuming v = 1 m/s and θ = 0, the mean sojourn
time is computed based on the analytical expression in
(13) and the resulting values are listed in Table I. The
simulation results are also shown in Fig. 5. From the
ﬁgure, the mean sojourn time for cells of Type-0, Type-I
and Type-II are 0.96 s, 0.44 s and 0.25 s, respectively.
Thus, the analytical results, given in Table I, are in good
agreement with those obtained by the simulations. It
can be inferred from these results that the user tends to
stay more in Type-0 cells, whose sojourn time is almost
four times that of Type-II cells. This suggests that the
knowledge of the mean sojourn time at APs is beneﬁcial
for handover management and resource allocation.
Next, the sojourn time is assessed based on HHD with
scheme II for different values of the threshold RSS,
Th . The results are presented in Fig. 6 for θ = 0 and
θ = 41◦ . The value of θ is chosen based on experimental
measurements of the device orientation for mobile users,
see [14]). The value of Th varies from 8.9 × 10−7 W√to
1 × 10−7√W, which corresponds to cell radii of 2 2
m and 4 2 m, respectively. It can be observed that
for Th ≤ 1.8 × 10−7 W, increasing the threshold does
not affect the sojourn time especially for type-II cells.
Besides, the rate of increase in the sojourn time suddenly
rises for Th = 1 × 10−7 W. An explanation for such a
sharp increase can be given with the aid of Fig. 4a, as
the blue area labeled by A1 becomes zero by choosing
Th = 1 × 10−7 W.
Fig. 7 presents the effect of the tilt angle, θ, on the
sojourn time for HHD schemes I and II. For scheme
II, we set Th = 8.9 × 10−7 W. It is observed that the

TABLE I: Analytical results of sojourn time in a room of size 16 × 16
m2 with 16 APs with v = 1 m/s and θ = 0.

Cell type
Sojourn time

Type-I
0.45 s

Type-0
0.98 s

Type-II
0.2 s

1

8
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Fig. 5: Simulations of sojourn time for RWP mobility model in a room
of size 16 × 16 m2 with 16 APs.
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Fig. 6: Simulations of sojourn time based on HHD with scheme II
versus different handover thresholds, Th .

tilt angle does not notably inﬂuence the mean sojourn
time for different cell types. Finally, the effect of the
user velocity on the sojourn time is studied. According
to (8), the mean sojourn time is inversely proportional to
the user velocity, i.e. ST ∝ v1 . Monte-Carlo simulations
are presented in Fig. 8 for HHD with scheme I and II and
θ = 0. The results conﬁrm the inverse relation between
the user velocity and the sojourn time. It is noted that
in these simulations for HHD with scheme II, we set
Th = 8.9 × 10−7 W.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

The sojourn time is a determining parameter in the
design of mobile cellular networks. In this study, we
considered analyzing and investigating the sojourn time
for indoor LiFi cellular networks. More speciﬁcally, we
derived the sojourn time analytically for the case where
the UEs are oriented vertically upward. In addition,
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Fig. 7: Comparison of sojourn time obtained based on HHD with
scheme I and scheme II for v = 1 m/s and different θ.
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Fig. 8: Simulations of sojourn time for various velocity of UE and
with θ = 0. Markers and solid lines represent HHD with scheme I
and HHD with scheme II, respectively.

Monte-Carlo simulations conﬁrmed that the effect of the
tilt angle on the sojourn time is insigniﬁcant. Moreover,
the sojourn time was examined through the use of two
RSS-based handover criteria in conjunction with the
RWP mobility model. The results show that the user
velocity is the main factor affecting the sojourn time. For
future studies, we will apply the presented methodology
to assess the sojourn time for hexagonal and PPP cell
deployment models.
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